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A GRAPHICAL INTERFACE FOR THE GROMOV-WITTEN THEORY OF CURVES

RENZO CAVALIERI, PAUL JOHNSON, HANNAH MARKWIG, AND DHRUV RANGANATHAN

ABSTRACT. We explore the explicit relationship between the descendant Gromov–Witten
theory of target curves, operators on Fock spaces, and tropical curve counting. We prove a
classical/tropical correspondence theorem for descendant invariants and give an algorithm
that establishes a tropical Gromov–Witten/Hurwitz equivalence. Tropical curve counting
is related to an algebra of operators on the Fock space by means of bosonification. In this
manner, tropical geometry provides a convenient “graphical user interface” for Okounkov
and Pandharipande’s celebrated GW/H correspondence. An important goal of this paper
is to spell out the connections between these various perspectives for target dimension 1, as
a first step in studying the analogous relationship between logarithmic descendant theory,
tropical curve counting, and Fock space formalisms in higher dimensions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first goal of this article is to fill in the following square of correspondences:

(1)
Stationary descendant

Gromov-Witten invariants
of curves.

[35]

Thm. 3.1.2

Hurwitz numbers

[5]

Tropical stationary descendant
Gromov-Witten invariants

of curves.

Alg. 4.0.2
Tropical Hurwitz numbers

Hurwitz theory and Gromov-Witten (GW) theory are two enumerative geometric theo-
ries that count maps between Riemann Surfaces with specified discrete data. In [35],
Okounkov and Pandharipande develop the GW/H correspondence, a substitution rule
that relates Hurwitz numbers and stationary descendant Gromov-Witten invariants of P1.
Tropical Hurwitz numbers are realized as weighted sums over appropriately decorated
graphs: they were first introduced in particular cases in [10, 11]; the general definition and
correspondence theorem are due to Bertrand, Brugallé and Mikhalkin in [5].

In Definition 3.1.1 we introduce tropical stationary descendant GW invariants of P1 as
weighted sums over decorated graphs, which realize tropical covers of the tropical model
of the (twice punctured) projective line given by the real line. The key features are that
an insertion of a stationary descendant class τk(pt) determines a relationship between the
genus and the valence of a vertex of the contributing tropical covers. The multiplicities of
vertices are relative GW invariants of P1, relative to two points with a single descendant
insertion. This definition extends naturally to an arbitrary target tropical curve (Definition
3.2.2), with the modification that certain vertices of the tropical covers have multiplicities
given by local Hurwitz numbers.

Date: April 25, 2016.
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With these definitions in place, we give direct proofs for the correspondences illustrated
by the dotted lines above. In Theorem 3.1.2 we establish that descendant GW invariants
coincide with their tropical counterparts; the tropical GW/H correspondence is proved by
Algorithm 4.0.2, obtained by globalizing a simple local surgery on graphs. In both cases,
the proof is a simple consequence of the degeneration formula (Theorem 2.3.2), which
roughly speaking means that we can “break” the curves we are interested in counting into
nodal curves, where each irreducible component becomes simpler; then tropical covers
keep track of how these components are assembled.

The fact that tropical geometry is an effective tool to organize the combinatorics of de-
generations is not just a lucky coincidence. In the present context, the relevant degenera-
tions are relative stable maps to target curves. Given a one parameter proper, semistable
degeneration of a curve, the dual graph of the special fiber can be endowed with a natu-
ral metric. Degenerations of relative stable maps produce piecewise linear maps between
these metric graphs, which are tropical covers. The expansion factors along edges of these
maps contribute multiplicities to the tropical count in a natural way. The multiplicity re-
flects the number of algebro-geometric objects tropicalizing to a fixed tropical object. Note
that in other instances of correspondence theorems in tropical geometry, such as double
Hurwitz numbers, toric Severi degrees, and rational curve counts in toric varieties, the
multiplicity is purely combinatorial, see [10, 33, 34, 36, 37]. In geometrically richer situ-
ations, it is necessary to use certain enumerative invariants as “local input data”. This is
the case for the general version of the Hurwitz problem counting covers of a fixed curve of
fixed genus and degree and prescribed ramification data over fixed branch points [5, 15],
and for our tropical descendant GW invariants.

As stated earlier, the GW/H correspondence of [35] is expressed as a substitution rule:
each insertion of the form τk(pt) for a GW invariant becomes a specific linear combina-
tion of ramification conditions for the Hurwitz problem. Thinking of Hurwitz numbers
as multilinear functions on the space of ramification conditions then allows us to express
a given descendant GW invariant in terms of a (rather large) linear combination of Hur-
witz numbers. The degeneration formula alone shows that there should be a substitution
rule between GW invariants and Hurwitz numbers. In order to explicitly describe the
substitution rule, relative descendant GW invariants are expressed as matrix elements on
fermionic Fock space. Here we show that relative descendant GW invariants are matrix el-
ements on bosonic Fock space: in oversimplifying terms, any descendant insertion τk(pt)
corresponds to a linear operator Mk on a countably dimensional vector space with a dis-
tinguished basis which indexes relative conditions; then a descendant GW invariant with
specified relative conditions at two points is a structure coefficient (determined by the rela-
tive conditions) of a composition (determined by the descendant insertions) of such linear
operators. In the mathematical physics community it is well known that matrix elements
on bosonic Fock space can be computed by Wick’s Theorem, via a Feynmann diagrams
expansion. It is probably not too surprising at this point that the Feynmann graphs for
descendant GW invariants are precisely the tropical covers that contribute to the corre-
sponding tropical descendant GW invariants.

At this point hopefully we have revealed the second goal of this paper, which is to
draw attention to the connections between tropical geometry, degenerations, and operator
formalism on Fock space, and make such connections explicit and approachable to a larger
group of mathematicians. Interestingly, while such connections are most transparent when
the target dimension is one, it is recent work on the Gromov-Witten theory of surfaces
that inspired us to revisit the target dimension one case: in [19], the Severi degrees of
P1×P1 and P2 are expressed as matrix elements of the exponential of a single operator on
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bosonic Fock space; in [6], tropical counts and floor diagrams are used to study primary
relative GW invariants of certain families of toric surfaces, and again these invariants are
interpreted as matrix elements for a particular operator. In forthcoming work, we intend
to extend the reach of these result by incorporating descendant insertions, and further
exploring the structure of GW invariants on toric surfaces.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to the part of Diagram 1 that ex-
isted before this paper: we recall classical and tropical Hurwitz numbers, classical station-
ary descendant GW invariants of curves, genus zero tropical descendant GW invariants
and give a brief account of the GW/H correspondence. In Section 3 we introduce tropical,
stationary descendant GW invariants and prove the correspondence Theorem 3.1.2. We
conclude Section 3 with an explicit evaluation of the genus 0 and genus 1 vertex multi-
plicities in the definition of tropical GW invariants. In Section 4 we describe the algorithm
that establishes the tropical GW/H correspondence. In Section 5 we introduce the bosonic
Fock space and express descendant GW invariants of P1 as matrix elements, showing in
the process the correspondence between tropical cover and Feynmann diagrams.

1.1. Acknowledgements. Part of this work was completed during a Research in Pairs stay
at the Oberwolfach Institute for Mathematics. We thank the institute for its hospitality
and for providing excellent working conditions. RC was supported from NSF grant DMS-
1101549, NSF RTG grant 1159964. HM acknowledges support by DFG-grant MA 4797/7-1.
DR was supported by NSF grant CAREER DMS-1149054 (PI: Sam Payne).

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Hurwitz theory. In this section we recall the definition of Hurwitz numbers, intro-
duce tropical curves and their covers, and state the classical/tropical Hurwitz correspon-
dence theorem.

2.1.1. Classical Hurwitz theory. Classically, Hurwitz numbers count the number of maps
that exist between Riemann surfaces with prescribed discrete invariants.

Definition 2.1.1. Let Y be a smooth Riemann surface of genus h. Fix integers d and g, andn points
p1, . . . , pn inD along with partitions µ1, . . . , µn of d. The Hurwitz numberHg→h(µ1, . . . , µn)
is the weighted count of covers f : X→ Y, where:

• X is a connected smooth Riemann surface of genus g.
• The branch points of f are exactly the points p1, . . . , pn, and the ramification profile over
pi equals µi.
• Each cover is weighted by 1

|Aut(f)| .

Hurwitz numbers are topological invariants, they do not depend on the choice of the
complex structure on Y nor on the positions of the pi. Denote the parts of a partition µi by
µij. The Riemann–Hurwitz formula

(2) 2− 2g = d(2− 2h) −

n∑

i=1

`(µi)∑

j=1

(µij − 1).

is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the existence of a cover with the specified
ramification data.

There is essentially a bijection between maps of Riemann surfaces and equivalence
classes of monodromy representations, up to postcomposition with inner automorphisms
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of the symmetric group. This allows to translate the geometric count of maps of Riemann
surfaces into a group theoretic count.

A monodromy representation of type (g→ h, d, µ1, . . . , µn) is a group homomorphismΦ :
π1(Yr {p1, . . . , µn}, y0)→ Sd such that, if ρk is the homotopy class of a small loop around
pk, then the permutation Φ(ρk) has cycle type µk. We call the monodromy representation
connected if the subgroup Im(Φ) 6 Sd acts transitively on the set {1, 2, . . . , d}.

Fact 1. Hg→h(µ1, . . . , µn) is the number of connected monodromy representations of type (g →
h, d, µ1, . . . , µn) divided by d! = |Sd|.

Counting all mondoromy representations rather than just the connected ones counts
covers from possibly disconnected source curves. Such count is called disconnected Hurwitz
number and denoted H•g→h(µ1, . . . , µn). Disconnected Hurwitz numbers are the natural
setting for yet another translation of our enumerative geometric problem. The set of (not
necessarily connected) monodromy representations of type (g → h, d, µ1, . . . , µn) is in a
natural way the solution to a multiplication problem in the class algebra ZC[Sd] of the
symmetric group.

For µ a partition of d, let Cµ denote the formal sum of all permutations of Sd of cycle
type µ. The collection of {Cµ}µ`d is a basis for the class algebra of the symmetric group,
called the conjugacy class basis. For a fixed positive integer d, define

(3) K :=
∑

µ`d
|(µ)|C2µ ∈ ZC[Sd],

where |(µ)| is the size of the centralizer of any permutation in the conjugacy class indexed
by µ.

Fact 2. The number d!H•g→h(µ1, . . . , µn) is the coefficient of Ce in the product KhCµ1 . . . Cµn ,
expanded in the conjugacy class basis of ZC[Sd].

The class algebra of the symmetric group is semisimple. A natural semisimple basis is
indexed by irreducible representations and the coefficients of the change of basis from the
conjugacy class basis are the characters of Sd. This allows one to write closed formulas
for Hurwitz numbers in terms of character theory of the symmetric group. In this text we
will not work closely with such formulas, but the connection with character theory of the
symmetric group is at the heart of the natural interplay between Hurwitz theory and the
algebra of operators on fermionic Fock space. See Section 5.

A very basic reference for Hurwitz numbers from an enumerative geometric point of
view is [16].

2.1.2. Tropical Hurwitz theory. We now introduce basic concepts in tropical geometry that
we need to define tropical Hurwitz numbers.

An abstract tropical curve is a connected metric graph Γ , such that edges leading to leaves
(called ends) have infinite length, together with a genus function g : Γ → Z>0 with finite
support. Locally around a point p, Γ is homeomorphic to a star with r halfrays. The
number r is called the valence of the point p and denoted by val(p). We identify the vertex
set of Γ as the points where the genus function is nonzero, together with points of valence
different from 2. The vertices of valence greater than 1 are called inner vertices. Besides
edges, we introduce the notion of flags of Γ . A flag is a pair (V, e) of a vertex V and an edge
e incident to it (V ∈ ∂e). Edges that are not ends are required to have finite length and are
referred to as bounded or internal edges.
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A marked tropical curve is a tropical curve whose leaves are (partially) labeled. An iso-
morphism of a tropical curve is an isometry respecting the leaf markings and the genus
function. The genus of a tropical curve Γ is given

g(Γ) = h1(Γ) +
∑

p∈Γ
g(p)

A curve of genus 0 is called rational and a curve satisfying g(v) = 0 for all v is called explicit.
The combinatorial type is the equivalence class of tropical curves obtained by identifying any
two tropical curves which differ only by edge lengths.

Definition 2.1.2. A tropical cover π : Γ1 → Γ2 is a surjective harmonic map of metric graphs in
the sense of [2, Section 2]. The map π is piecewise integer affine linear, the slope of π on a flag or
edge e is a positive integer called the expansion factorω(e) ∈ N>0.

For a point v ∈ Γ1, the local degree of π at v is defined as follows. Choose a flag f adjacent
to π(v), and add the expansion factors of all flags adjacent to v that map to f:

(4) dv =
∑

f 7→f ′
ω(f).

We define the harmonicity or balancing condition to be the fact that for each point v ∈ Γ1, the
local degree at v is well defined (i.e. independent of the choice of f).

A tropical cover is called a tropical Hurwitz cover if it satisfies the local Riemann-Hurwitz
condition at each point [5, 8, 15] stating that when v 7→ v ′ with local degree d

(5) 2− 2g(v) = d(2− 2g(v ′)) −
∑

(ω(e) − 1),

where the sum goes over all flags e adjacent to v.

The degree of a tropical cover is the sum over all local degrees of preimages of a point a,
d =

∑
p7→a dp. By the balancing condition, this definition does not depend on the choice

of a ∈ Γ2. For an end e ∈ Γ2 let µe be the partition of expansion factors of the ends of Γ1
mapping onto e. We call µe the ramification profile above e.

For a vertex v ∈ Γ1, define a local Hurwitz number

(6) H(v) := Hg→h(µ1, . . . , µn) ·
r∏

i=1

|Aut(µi)|,

where g is the genus at v, h is the genus at the image of v, and the µi are defined as the
partitions of expansion factors of inverse images for each flag incident to the image of v.

Definition 2.1.3. Let Γ2 be an explicit tropical curve of genus h with n leaves. Fix integers d
and g, and r partitions µ1, . . . , µn of d satisfying Equation (2). The tropical Hurwitz number
H
trop
g→h(µ1, . . . , µn) is the weighted count of tropical Hurwitz covers π : Γ1 → Γ2, where

• Γ1 is a tropical curve of genus g.
• The ramification profiles over the leaf i of Γ2 equals µi.

Each cover is weighted by

(7) multH(π) :=
1

|Aut(π)|
·
∏

e

ω(e) ·
∏

v

H(v).

Here, the first product goes over all edges e of Γ1 andω(e) denotes the expansion factor. The second
product goes over all vertices of Γ1 and H(v) denotes their local Hurwitz number.
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That the above definition depends only on the genus of Γ2 and not the precise graph can
be seen as a consequence of the correspondence theorem.

Theorem 2.1.4 (Correspondence theorem for Hurwitz numbers). Algebraic Hurwitz num-
bers equal their tropical counterparts, i.e. we have

Hg→h(µ1, . . . , µn) = H
trop
g→h(µ1, . . . , µn).

We refer the reader to [5, 15] for a proof.

If we pick a target having only 3-valent inner vertices the local Hurwitz numbers we
need to take into account for the computation of the multiplicity of a tropical Hurwitz
covers are all triple Hurwitz numbers. In this sense, we can view triple Hurwitz numbers
as local input data we make use of to compute any Hurwitz number with the tropical
approach.

2.2. Gromov-Witten theory of P1.

2.2.1. Algebraic Gromov-Witten theory of P1. Gromov- Witten invariants are virtually enu-
merative intersection numbers on moduli spaces of stable maps.

A stable map of degree d from a curve of genus h to P1 is a function f : X→ P1, where X
is a connected projective curve with at worst nodal singularities, such that f∗([X]) = d[P1]
and f has a finite group of automorphism.

One may endow X with the extra structure of a set of markings, i.e. x1, . . . , xn distinct
nonsingular points of X. In concrete terms, the condition on a finite group of automor-
phisms requires at least three special points, i.e. marks or nodes, on any rational compo-
nent contracted by f.

The moduli space of stable maps, denoted Mg,n(P1, d) is a proper Deligne-Mumford
stack of virtual dimension 2g − 2 + 2d + n. When g > 0 this space typically contain
many components that exceed the virtual dimension. For example, Mg(P1, 1) has virtual
dimension 2g, but it has a set of components parameterized by partitions of g, ranging
from dimension 3g − 1 to dimension 2g. The virtual fundamental class [Mg,n(P1, d)]vir is a
Chow class of pure dimension 2g− 2+ 2d+n that shares many formal properties with the
fundamental class of a smooth manifold [3, 4].

To define enumerative invariants that have similar flavor to Hurwitz numbers, we must
define some zero dimensional cycles on the moduli space of stable maps by intersecting
cycles which have a similar meaning to fixing branch points and prescribing ramification
conditions. This is achieved, by using evaluation morphisms and descendant insertions.

The ith evaluation morphism is the map evi : Mg,n(P1, d) → P1 that sends a point
[X, x1, . . . , xn, f] to f(xi) ∈ P1.

The ith cotangent line bundle Li → Mg,n(P1, d) is defined by a canonical identification
of its fiber over a moduli point (X, x1, . . . , xn, f) with the cotangent space T∗xi(X). The
first Chern class of the cotangent line bundle is called a psi class (ψi = c1(Li)), and any
monomial in psi classes is called a descendant class.

Definition 2.2.1. Fix g, n, d and let k1, . . . , kn be non-negative integers with k1 + . . . + kn =

2g+ 2d− 2. The stationary Gromov-Witten invariant 〈τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)〉P
1,d
g,n is defined by:

(8) 〈τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)〉P
1,d
g,n =

∫

[Mg,n(P1,d)]vir

n∏

i=1

ev∗i (pt)ψ
ki
i ,
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where pt denotes the class of a point in P1.

As before, one can allow source curves to be disconnected, and introduce disconnected
Gromov-Witten invariants. We will add the superscript • anytime we wish to refer to the
disconnected theory.

We conclude this section by introducing some invariants that are in a sense a hybrid
between Hurwitz numbers and Gromov-Witten invariants. They are constructed using
moduli spaces of relative stable maps Mg,n(P1, µ1, . . . , µn, d), where part of the data spec-
ified is the ramification profile µ1, . . . , µn for the map over r labeled points on the base
curve. For such a moduli space to be proper, the target P1 may sprout rational tails. A
detailed discussion of the boundary of spaces of relative stable maps to P1 is not necessary
for our current scope, but the interested reader may find it in [38]. When we refer to rela-
tive Gromov-Witten invariants with at most two relative insertions, we will use operator
notation; if µ1, µ2 are two partitions of d denoting ramification profiles over 0 and∞ ∈ P1:

(9) 〈µ1|τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)|µ2〉P
1,d
g,n =

∫

[Mg,n(P1,µ1,µ2,d)]vir

n∏

i=1

ev∗i (pt)ψ
ki
i

2.2.2. Tropical Gromov-Witten theory of P1. Ultimately, one wishes to define tropical Gromov-
Witten invariants as intersection numbers on moduli spaces of stable maps from tropical
curves to tropical P1. The difference between a tropical (relative) stable map and a tropical
cover is essentially only that one may allow edges of the source graph to be contracted to
vertices of the target graph.

Definition 2.2.2. Let Γ2 be a tropical curve with r leaves, and µ1, . . . , µn partitions of the positive
integer d. A tropical relative stable map, with relative condition prescribed by the partitions µi,
is a map π : Γ1 → Γ2 which is a surjective harmonic map of metric graphs; the map π is piecewise
integer affine linear, with nonnegative integer slope on each edge: ω(e) ∈ N>0. Further, the inverse
image of the ith leaf of Γ2 consists of `(µi) leaves of Γ1 weighted by the parts of µi.

Parameter spaces for relative stable maps with fixed discrete invariants are in a natural
way generalized cone complexes. Just like algebraic moduli spaces of stable maps, when
the genus of the source graph is positive, the maximal dimensional cones have different
dimensions, which exceed the dimension of the cones parameterizing honest covers. One
wishes to cut out the right dimensional components from these excess dimensional cones,
that is, develop a “tropical virtual fundamental class”. The latter has not yet been estab-
lished, and so at this point tropical Gromov-Witten invariants may not be constructed as
degrees of 0-dimensional intersection cycles. However, when the source curve has genus
0, the moduli space parametrizing maps to P1, relative to 2 points is smooth, with simple
normal crossing boundary divisor. In this case, the cone complex parametrizing tropical
maps is the cone over the dual complex of the boundary. Furthermore, it has the structure
of a fan, which allows one to define psi classes intrinsically in tropical geometry. These
classes are the tropicalization of generic representatives of the algebraic classes. The mod-
uli space of relative stable maps embeds naturally in a toric variety, and techniques from
toric intersection theory allow one to then “see” why tropical computations are carrying
out intersection theory on the algebraic moduli space, to calculate degrees of the inter-
sections of cycles of the form ev−1i (pt)ψkii . The details may be found in [14]. The main
consequence is the following.
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Theorem 2.2.3 (Correspondence theorem for rational descendant invariants). We have an
equality of classical and tropical genus 0 relative descendant Gromov–Witten invariants of P1:

〈τk1(pt), . . . , τkn(pt)〉P
1,d
0,n = 〈τk1(pt), . . . , τkn(pt)〉P

1,d,trop
0,n .

This is in a sense the most satisfying type of correspondence theorem, in the sense that
the correspondence of the enumerative geometric information is in fact a consequence of a
deeper correspondence in the geometry and intersection theory of the algebraic and com-
binatorial moduli spaces involved. A similar “geometrized” correspondence theorem for
Hurwitz numbers is proved in [15]. In this setting, tropical enumerative computations are
related to the calculation of a degree of the appropriate evaluation morphism on analytic
domains in a Berkovich analytic space.

The lack of understanding of the correspondence at the level of moduli spaces does not
prevent one from studying correspondence between enumerative geometric quantities,
and in fact such numerical correspondences are evidence that it makes sense to look for a
geometric correspondence between the moduli spaces. In Section 3, we bypass the virtual
class issue and define stationary descendant invariants of P1 as an appropriately weighted
sum of graphs with certain characteristics, and then prove a correspondence theorem with
the classical invariants.

2.3. The GW/H correspondence. Let V = ⊕k=0Qτk(pt) be a countably dimensional ra-
tional vector space with a basis given by the symbols τk(pt), and W = ⊕∞d=0 ⊕µ`d Qµ a
vector space with a basis given by all partitions of all nonnegative integers. Here, ∅ is con-
sidered the unique partition of 0. The collection of all n-pointed stationary Gromov-Witten
invariants of P1 defines a multilinear function GW•n : V⊗n → Q, defined on the elements
of the natural basis of V⊗n by:

(10) τk1(pt)⊗ . . .⊗ τkn(pt) 7→
∑

d

〈τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)〉P
1,d,•
n qd,

where q is a formal variable keeping track of degree and we omit the genus subscript since
the genus of the source curve is determined by the other discrete invariants.

Similarly, Hurwitz theory for target curve P1 with n branch points defines a multi-linear
function H•n :W⊗n → Q:

(11) µ1 ⊗ . . .⊗ µn 7→
∑

d

H•d(µ1, . . . , µn)q
d,

where we omit the genera subscripts since the genus of the base curve is fixed and the
genus of the source curve is determined via the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. An important
detail to pay attention to is that the partitions µi are not necessarily partitions of d, so we
adopt the following conventions in order for (11) to make sense:

• H•0(∅, . . . , ∅) := 1.
• if some of the µi are partitions of an integer strictly greater than d, then we set
H•d(µ1, . . . , µn) := 0.
• if µ is a partition of d − k, for k > 0, then we define µ̃ to be the partition of d

consisting of the parts of µ plus k parts of size 1. Moreover let j denote the number
of parts of µ of size 1. Then we define:

(12) H•d(µ1, . . . , µn) :=
n∏

i=1

(
ji + ki
ki

)
H•d(µ̃1, . . . , µ̃n)
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While definition (12) may seem unnatural at first, it has an intuitive geometric interpreta-
tion: we are counting Hurwitz covers corresponding to the branching data µ̃i’s together
with a choice, for each branch point pi, of a divisor of unramified preimages of pi of size
ki.

The GW/H correspondence of [35] may now be stated as the existence of a linear trans-
formation CC : V →W that gives rise, for every n, to the commutative diagram:

V⊗n

GWn !!

CC⊗n // W⊗n

Hn||
Q

Defining the linear transformation CC in detail requires a fair amount of work and a de-
tour into the connection between character theory of the symmetric group and the theory
of shifted symmetric functions. We refer the reader to the elegant treatment in [35, Section
0.4]) Here we point out some of the features of this transformation. For every k > 0, CC is
defined by

(13) τk(pt) 7→
1

k!
(k+ 1),

where (k+ 1) = (k + 1) +
∑
ρk+1,µµ is called a completed cycle, and it has the following

characteristics:

• ∑ ρk+1,µµ is a linear combination of partitions of integers strictly less than k+ 1.
• the completion coefficients ρk+1,µ with µ 6= ∅ are non-negative rational numbers.
• for every integer g > 0, the completion coefficient ρ2g−1,∅ is equal to the Hodge

integral (−1)g
∫
Mg,1

λgψ
2g−2.

If the reader is unfamiliar with Hodge integrals, then the content that should be taken
away from the last bullet point is that completion coefficients in degree 0 have some natural
geometric meaning. This is true in fact of all completion coefficients, which are essentially
connected relative 1-point Gromov-Witten invariants of P1 relative to 0 ∈ P1.

Proposition 2.3.1 ([35, Proposition 1.6]). The completion coefficients are:

(14)
ρk+1,µ

k!
= |ξ(µ)|〈µ|τk(pt)〉P

1,d
n=1,

where µ ` d and the genus of the source curve is determined by the other discrete invariants.

The GW/H correspondence, and the geometric interpretation of the completion coef-
ficients arise as a consequence of the degeneration formula [28, 29], which states that a
Gromov-Witten invariant for a target curve X can be computed by degenerating X to a
nodal curve X1 ∪x X2 and appropriately combining invariants of X1 and X2 relative to the
point x. More precisely,

Theorem 2.3.2. Let Xt be a flat family of curves such that the general fiber is a smooth curve X
and the central fiber is a nodal curve X1 ∪x X2, s1(t), . . . , sn+m(t) pairwise disjoint sections of
Xt with s1(0), . . . , sn(0) ∈ X1 and sn+1(0), . . . , sn+m(0) ∈ X2. Then

〈τk1(pt), . . . , τkn+m(pt)〉X,d•n+m

=
∑

µ`d
|ξ(µ)|〈τk1(pt), . . . , τkn(pt)〉X1,d,•n 〈τkn+1(pt), . . . , τkn+m(pt)〉X2,d,•m .(15)

9



Theorem 2.3.2 can be applied to the case where one imposes relative conditions on the
target curves, to compute relative Gromov-Witten invariants. It also generalizes in a nat-
ural way to the sitaution where X degenerates to a nodal curves with more than 2 com-
ponents. The GW/H correspondence is obtained by degenerating (P1, p1, . . . , pn) to a
“comb” of rational curves with each of the pi on one of the teeth of the comb. Then the
invariants corresponding to the spine of the comb have only relative insertions, and give
therefore Hurwitz numbers. For each tooth of the comb, a simple dimension count shows
that the disconnected, descendant, one pointed invariant with one relative condition µ̃ ` d
must actually consist of a connected, descendant, one pointed invariant with one relative
condition µ ` d− k, where the parts of µ̃ consists of the parts of µ plus k parts of size one.

While the degeneration formula explains in a very satisfactory way the structure of the
GW/H correspondence, and the meaning of the completion coefficients, the connection to
the theory of shifted symmetric function is what allowed Okounkov and Pandharipande
to explicitly evaluate the completion coefficients. We review this part of the story, and the
connections to matrix elements in the Fock space, in Section 5.

3. CORRESPONDENCE THEOREM FOR TROPICAL DESCENDANT GWI

In this section we define tropical descendant GW invariants as an appropriate weighted
graph sum, and prove a correspondence theorem that equates them with classical descen-
dant invariants. We first study the case when the target is P1, where the notation can be
reduced to a minimum. The case of a general target curve is not conceptually more difficult
and will be sketched later in the section.

3.1. Target curve P1.

Definition 3.1.1. Let g be a non-negative integer, µ, ν two partitions of a positive integer d; let
k1, . . . , kn be nonnegative integers such that

∑
ki = 2g+ `(µ) + `(ν) − 2. We define the tropical

descendant GW invariant

〈µ|τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)|ν〉P
1,d,trop
g,n =

∑

π:Γ→P1trop

1

|Aut(π)|

∏

V

mV
∏

e

me

where

(A) The map π : Γ → P1trop = R is a connected tropical cover.
(B) The unbounded left (resp. right ) pointing ends of Γ have expansion factors given by the parti-

tion µ (resp. ν).
(C) There is a unique vertex of Γ over each one of n fixed points p1, . . . , pn in P1trop.
(D) The unique vertex vi over pi has genus gi, and valence ki+ 2− 2gi. If the star of vi has right

(resp. left) hand side expansion factors given by µi (resp. νi), the multiplicity of the vertex vi
is defined to be

(16) mvi = |Aut(µi)||Aut(νi)|

∫

Mgi,1
(P1,µi,νi)

ψkiev?(pt).

(E) The product of the expansion factorsω(e) runs over the set of all bounded edges of Γ .

One may define disconnected tropical descendant invariants simply by removing the re-
quirement that the graph Γ be connected. Note however that the vertex multiplicities mvi
remain connected one-pointed descendant invariants. We now state the correspondence
theorem — note that an analogous statement holds in the disconnected case.

10



Theorem 3.1.2. For any choice of discrete data, tropical and classical descendant invariants agree:

〈µ|τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)|ν〉P
1,d
g,n = 〈µ|τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)|ν〉P

1,d,trop
g,n

Proof. Consider a degeneration of the base curve P1 into a chain C of n rational curves,
such that the point pi is on the ith component. By the degeneration formula (Theorem
2.3.2), the classical descendant invariant 〈µ|τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)|ν〉P

1,d
g,n may be computed in

terms of relative stable maps to C, as a sum of contributions from all possible ways of
imposing relative conditions at each of the nodes of C. For each choice that gives a non-
zero contribution, one may consider the dual graph Γ of a corresponding map to f : X→ C.
Give each edge e, corresponding to a note of X mapping to a node of C, expansion factor
equal to the order of ramification of the map at the node.1 The key point is that after
forgetting two valent genus zero vertices there is a bijection between such dual graphs and
the tropical covers in Definition 3.1.1: by dimension reasons, over each component of C, all
connected components that do not host the marked point must be rational curves mapping
to the base trivially (i.e. ramifying only over the nodes). Also, dimension reasons imply
that the discrete invariants for the map restricted to the component containing the marked
point must satisfy (16). The proof is concluded by noting that the degeneration formula
multiplicity for a given type of relative map equals the multiplicity of the corresponding
tropical cover. �

The proof of Theorem 3.1.2 is purely combinatorial, and it may fall short of explaining
why tropical covers encode so perfectly the combinatorics of the degeneration formula. At
this point we do understand that this is not just a lucky coincidence, but a consequence of
a deeper correspondence between algebraic relative stable maps and their tropical coun-
terparts. For the interested readers, we expand upon this idea in the following remark.

Remark 3.1.3. Given general points p1, . . . , pk ∈ R ⊂ P1trop, one obtains a toric degener-
ation of P1, by using these points as vertices in a polyhedral decomposition of R whose
recession fan is the fan of P1. A construction of Gubler produces the desired toric degener-
ation [23] whose special fiber components are in bijection with the points p1, . . . , pk. Each
tropical cover then determines a (strata parametrizing) relative stable maps to the special
fiber of this curve. After passing to a maximal degeneration, the constancy of the virtual
fundamental class in flat families [28] yields the result above, after some careful bookkeep-
ing. An alternative modern perspective on this comes from logarithmic geometry – rather
than degenerating the target P1, this information in the degeneration and the maximally
degenerate map are carried by the logarithmic structure. See [1, 17, 21] for details. Both
approaches have had fruitful generalizations to higher dimensional toric varieties. Every
tropical curve Γ in Rn determines a toric degeneration of any toric variety whose one skele-
ton includes the recession fan of Γ . After passing to a maximal degeneration, one obtains
similar correspondence results between tropical curve counts and algebraic counts, though
not descendant invariants. This approach was pioneered by Nishinou and Siebert [34]. The
approach of logarithmic Gromov–Witten theory is more flexible, generalizes immediately
to higher dimensional target toric varieties, and allows one to study invariants with psi
class insertions. See [20, 36].

Example 3.1.4. Let us compute 〈(1)4|τ3(pt), τ3(pt)|(1)4〉P
1,4,•,trop
0,2 . We need source curves

with two vertices, of valence 5 and genus 0, or valence 3 and genus 1. It is not possible
to have a one-valent inner vertex: by the balancing condition the adjacent edge needs to

1More precisely, we should speak about the order of ramification of the normalization of f at either of the
shadows of the node of C. Such order is well defined by the kissing condition at nodes over relative points.

11
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FIGURE 1. The combinatorial types of tropical covers contributing to
⟨(1)4|τ3(pt), τ3(pt)|(1)4⟩•0,4.

factors on edges which are not shown are assumed to be one. The number below each
picture is the multiplicity of the corresponding cover. The automorphisms and expansion
factors which contribute to the multiplicity are read off each picture. For the local vertex
multiplicities, in Section 3.3 we show that they are 1 for genus zero vertices, and they are
12+12+22−1

24 = 5
24 for the genus 1 vertices.

3.2. Correspondence theorem for general target curves. Our correspondence theorem 11
extends essentially without modification for a genus 1 target curve.

Theorem 14. Let E be an elliptic curve. We have an equality

⟨τk1
(pt) . . . τkn

(pt)⟩Eg,d =
!

π:Γ→Etrop

1

|Aut(π)|

"

V

mV

"

e

me.

The sum is taken over all tropical covers Γ → Etrop where Etrop is a cycle graph of any fixed edge
length, and the covering and multiplicities are as in (A), (C), (D), (E) of Theorem 11.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 11, after one chooses a degeneration
of the elliptic curve E to a cycle of rational curves. !

In order to extend the correspondence theorem to any target curve, we need 3-pointed
GW invariants as vertex multiplicities.

Definition 15. Let g, h be two non-negative integers, Y an explicit, trivalent tropical curve of
genus h, k1, . . . , kn nonnegative integers such that

#
ki = 2g − 2 − d(2h − 2). We define the

tropical descendant GW invariant

⟨τk1
(pt) . . . τkn

(pt)⟩Y,trop
g,d =

!

π:Γ→Y

1

|Aut(π)|

"

V

mV

"

e

me

where

(A) The map π : Γ → Y is a connected tropical cover.
(B) There is a unique vertex of Γ over each one of n fixed points p1, . . . , pn on the edges of Y.
(C) The unique vertex vi over pi has genus gi, and valence ki + 2− 2gi. If the star of vi has right

(resp. left) hand side expansion factors given by µi (resp. νi), the multiplicity of the vertex vi

is defined to be

(17) mvi
= |Aut(µi)||Aut(νi)|

$

Mgi,1(P1,µi,νi)
ψkiev⋆(pt).

12

FIGURE 1. The combinatorial types of tropical covers contributing to
〈(1)4|τ3(pt), τ3(pt)|(1)4〉P

1,4,•,trop
0,2 .

be contracted leading to multiplicity zero. The combinatorial types of the contributing
tropical covers are depicted in Figure 1. We depict genus one vertices as thickened dots.
Vertices for which no genus is shown are assumed to be genus zero vertices. Expansion
factors on edges which are not shown are assumed to be one. The number below each
picture is the multiplicity of the corresponding cover. The automorphisms and expansion
factors which contribute to the multiplicity are read off each picture. For the local vertex
multiplicities, in Section 3.3 we show that they are 1 for genus zero vertices, and they are
12+12+22−1

24 = 5
24 for the genus 1 vertices.

3.2. Correspondence theorem for general target curves. Our correspondence theorem
3.1.2 extends essentially without modification for a genus 1 target curve.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let E be an elliptic curve. We have an equality

〈τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)〉E,dg,n =
∑

π:Γ→Etrop

1

|Aut(π)|

∏

V

mV
∏

e

me.

The sum is taken over all tropical covers Γ → Etrop where Etrop is a cycle graph of any fixed edge
length, and the covering and multiplicities are as in (A), (C), (D), (E) of Theorem 3.1.2.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.1.2, after one chooses a degenera-
tion of the elliptic curve E to a cycle of rational curves. �

In order to extend the correspondence theorem to any target curve, we need local Hur-
witz number as multiplicities for certain vertices.

Definition 3.2.2. Let g, h be two non-negative integers, Y an explicit, trivalent tropical curve of
genus h, k1, . . . , kn nonnegative integers such that

∑
ki = 2g − 2 − d(2h − 2). We define the

tropical descendant GW invariant

〈τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)〉Y,d,tropg,n =
∑

π:Γ→Y

1

|Aut(π)|

∏

V

mV
∏

e

me

where

(A) The map π : Γ → Y is a connected tropical cover.
(B) There is a unique vertex of Γ over each one of n fixed points p1, . . . , pn on the edges of Y.

12



(C) The unique vertex vi over pi has genus gi, and valence ki+ 2− 2gi. If the star of vi has right
(resp. left) hand side expansion factors given by µi (resp. νi), the multiplicity of the vertex vi
is defined to be

(17) mvi = |Aut(µi)||Aut(νi)|

∫

Mgi,1
(P1,µi,νi)

ψkiev?(pt).

(D) Vertices of Γ lying over the vertices of Y have multiplicity mV = H(v), the local Hurwitz
number.

(E) The product of the expansion factorsω(e) runs over the set of all bounded edges of Γ .

The tropical descendant invariant just defined agrees with the corresponding classical
invariant following the same reasoning as Theorem 3.1.2: after the base curve is degener-
ated to a collection of three pointed rational curves, the tropical graphs correspond to the
dual graphs of the degenerate covers counted with the appropriate multiplicities. Over
rational components where all three points are nodes, one obtains zero-dimensional mod-
uli spaces of three-pointed relative stable maps to P1, whose degrees are three-pointed
Hurwitz numbers.

3.3. Genus zero and one vertex multiplicities. We conclude this section with a compu-
tation of the genus zero and one vertex multiplicities. Such multiplicities are given, in
generating function form, in [35]; we find it valuable, in these simple cases, to provide a
direct geometric derivation of these coefficients.

Lemma 3.3.1. The genus zero vertex multiplicities are given by:

(18) |Aut(µ)||Aut(ν)|〈µ|τ`(µ)+`(ν)−2(pt)|ν〉P
1,d
0,1 = 1.

Proof. The first step of the proof consists in realizing the left hand side of (18) as an integral
over a space of rubber stable maps [32]. In this proof we adopt the convention that in
rubber relative stable maps all relative points are marked, which allows us to absorb the
automorphism factors:

(19) |Aut(µ)||Aut(ν)|〈µ|τ`(µ)+`(ν)−2(pt)|ν〉P
1,d
0,1 = 〈µ|τ`(µ)+`(ν)−2|ν〉∼P

1d,
0,1

Once the relative points are marked, there is a stabilization morphism from the moduli
space of rubber, relative stable maps to the moduli space of curves:

st : M
∼

0,1(P1, µ, ν, d)→M0,1+`(µ)+`(ν).

In genus zero, the map st is easily seen to be birational. We need to compare the ψ class
on the moduli space of rubber relative stable maps with the pullback of the ψ class on
the moduli space of curves: there are a series of very similar comparison lemmas in the
literature [7, 12, 25] that can be easily adapted to this situation. The punchline is that the ψ
class on the moduli space of maps equals the pullback of the ψ class on the moduli space
of curves corrected by (some multiple of) the divisor of maps where the special marked
point lies on a rational component that becomes unstable after forgetting the map via st.
Since in this case ψ1 is supported on a non-relative point, there is no such correction and
the class is pulled back from the moduli space of curves. We can therefore apply projection
formula and compute:

〈µ|τ`(µ)+`(ν)−2|ν〉∼P
1,d

0,1 =

∫

M0,1+`(µ)+`(ν)

ψ
`(µ)+`(ν)−2
1 = 1.

�
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Lemma 3.3.2. The genus one vertex multiplicities are given by:

(20) |Aut(µ)||Aut(ν)|〈µ|τ`(µ)+`(ν)(pt)|ν〉P
1,d
1,1 =

∑
µ2i +

∑
ν2i − 1

24
.

Proof. As in the previous lemma, we express the left hand side of (20) as an integral over
a space of rubber stable maps [32]. Again, we adopt the convention that in rubber relative
stable maps all relative points are marked, which allows us to absorb the automorphism
factors,

(21) |Aut(µ)||Aut(ν)|〈µ|τ`(µ)+`(ν)(pt)|ν〉P
1,d
1,1 = 〈µ|τ`(µ)+`(ν)|ν〉∼P

1,d
1,1

and to have a well-defined stabilization morphism:

st : M
∼

1,1(P1, µ, ν, d)→M1,1+`(µ)+`(ν).

The ψ class is supported on a non-relative point, hence pulled back from the moduli space
of curves; we apply the projection formula and compute:

〈µ|τ`(µ)+`(ν)|ν〉∼P
1,d

1,1 =

∫

M1,1+`(µ)+`(ν)

st∗([M
∼

1,1(P1, µ, ν, d)]vir)ψ
`(µ)+`(ν)
1 .

The pushforward of the virtual fundamental class in the moduli space of rubber relative
stable maps is a tautological class, called double ramification cycle (DRC), that has received
a great deal of recent attention [13, 18, 22, 24, 31]. In [24], Hain provided a formula for
the restriction of the DRC to the locus of curves of compact type, which led Pixton to
conjecture a formula for the DRC as a decorated sum of dual graphs, where the decorations
depend on the combinatorics of the graphs. Pixton’s conjecture is now a theorem of Janda,
Pandharipande, Pixton and Zvonkine [26]. The reader is referred to the survey [9] for
details and references.

While in general Pixton’s formula is rather involved, in genus one it can be described
more concisely: to make our computation a little more elegant, let us define a vector of
integers

x = (x1, . . . , x1+`(µ)+`(ν)) = (0, µ1, . . . , µ`(µ),−ν1, . . . ,−ν`(ν)),

and we denote DRC1(x) the double ramification cycle we are after.

We have:

(22) DRC1(x) = −λ1 +

1+`(µ)+`(ν)∑

i=1

x2iψi

2
−
1

2


 ∑

I⊆[n+1]
(
∑

i∈I
xi)
2D(0, I)


 ,

where D(0, I) denotes the divisor where the marks belonging to the subset I lie on a
rational component, and the complementary marks on a genus one component. We now
compute the degree of DRC1(x)ψ

`(µ)+`(ν)
1 . Using string and dilaton equations (see for

instance [38]), one evaluates:

(23) λ1ψ
`(µ)+`(ν)
1 =

1

24
, ψ1ψ

`(µ)+`(ν)
i =

`(µ) + `(ν)

24

By dimension reasons, D(0, I)ψ
`(µ)+`(ν)
1 = 0 unless I has precisely two elements, and in

this case:

(24) D(0, I)ψ
`(µ)+`(ν)
1 =

1

24

14



Combining the evaluations (23), (24) with formula (22), we obtain:

DRC1(x)ψ
`(µ)+`(ν)
1 = −

1

24
+
∑

i

(`(µ) + `(ν))x2i
48

−
∑

i 6=j

(xi + xj)
2

48
,

which is only some elementary algebraic simplifications away from the formula in Lemma
20. We won’t go into detail here, but remark that one may use the relation

∑
i xi = 0 to

get rid of all the mixed terms of the form xixj and then keep track of the remaining square
terms. �

4. TROPICAL GW/HURWITZ EQUIVALENCE

In this section we make a direct comparison between tropical Hurwitz numbers and
tropical descendant invariants, which we call the tropical GW/Hurwitz equivalence. Even
though one may deduce this correspondence theorem by “going around” Diagram 1 and
using the algebraic GW/Hurwitz equivalence, the direct connection shows once more that
tropical geometry reveals a finer connection: the GW/Hurwitz equivalence can be bro-
ken down to a relation which works cover by cover, graph by graph, revealing tropical
geometry again as a user-friendly graphical interface for GW-theory of curves. Note that
the data of the completion coefficients (see [35, Section 0.4]) is used in the tropical GW/H-
equivalence — it should again be viewed as local input data which is needed on the tropi-
cal side.

Lemma 4.0.1 (Local GW/Hurwitz correspondence). Let Γ be a graph consisting of one vertex
of genus g and n ends labelled with weights x1, . . . , xn such that

∑
xi = 0. Define k = 2g+n−2.

Denote by µ (resp. ν) the partition of d consisting of all positive entries of x (resp. the absolute
value of all negative parts of x). Let S denote the set of decorated, possibly disconnected, tropical
covers of a tripod X→ T (see Figure 2) satisfying the following conditions:

v

FIGURE 2. The tripod T . We pick one of the ends of T (in this picture
marked by v) and refer to it as the vertical end of T .

• Ignoring the genus labeling of vertices, Γ = X/ ∼, where ∼ means identifying all vertices
of X and contracting the ends covering the vertical end of the tripod T (we call these the
vertical ends of X).

• a subset of the vertical ends of X is marked in all possible ways satisfying the following
rules:
(1) Any connected component of X has at least one marked end.
(2) Every vertical end with expansion factor strictly larger than one is marked.

We denote by µX the partition whose parts are the expansion factors of the marked vertical
ends

• the genus gX of X satisfies the following equation:

2gX + ℓ(µX) + k − |µX| = 2g.

Then the following equality holds:

(24) ⟨µ|τk(pt)|ν⟩P1

g,d =
!

X∈S

ρk+1,µX

k!

"

v∈X

H(v),

where ρk+1,µX
is the completion coefficient (14), and for all vertices v of X, H(v) denotes the local

Hurwitz number (6).

Proof. Equation (24) is a particular case of the classical GW/H correspondence. The base
P1 is degenerated to a nodal rational curve T1 ∪ T2 in such a way that the two relative con-
ditions are on T1, and the image of the marked point is on T2. Given a relative stable map
to such degenerate target, the tropical curve C is the dual graph of the inverse image of
T1, and the marked ends correspond to the nodes attaching to the connected component of
the inverse image of T2 supporting the marked point. Formula (24) is then a combinatorial
organization of the contributions of the degeneration formula (illustrated in an example in
Figure 4). !

The general tropical GW/H correspondence now consists in making the construction
in Lemma 18 global. We wish to consider (24) as an equation among the degrees of vec-
tors consisting in formal linear combinations of appropriately decorated graphs, where
deg(

#
miΓi) :=

#
mi. In the following algorithm we establish a correspondence between

the contribution of a graph that appears in the computation of a tropical descendant GW
invariant, and the degree of linear combination of graphs that appear in the computation
of appropriate Hurwitz numbers. We define a caterpillar tree to be a graph obtained by
attaching vertical ends to a horizontal line (see Figure 4). Arbitrary tropical Hurwitz num-
bers of P1 (with n ramification conditions) can be computed enumerating tropical covers
of a caterpillar tree (with n ends).

15

FIGURE 2. The tripod T . We pick one of the ends of T (in this picture
marked by v) and refer to it as the vertical end of T .

• Ignoring the genus labeling of vertices, Γ = X/ ∼, where ∼ identifies all vertices of X and
contracts the ends covering the vertical end of the tripod T . We refer to the latter as the
vertical ends of X.
• a subset of the vertical ends of X is marked in all possible ways satisfying the following

rules:
(1) Any connected component of X has at least one marked end.
(2) Every vertical end with expansion factor strictly larger than one is marked.

We denote by µX the partition whose parts are the expansion factors of the marked vertical
ends

15



• the genus gX of X satisfies the following equation:

2gX + `(µX) + k− |µX| = 2g.

Then the following equality holds:

(25) 〈µ|τk(pt)|ν〉P
1,d
g,1 =

∑

X∈S

ρk+1,µX
k!

∏

v∈X
H(v),

where ρk+1,µX is the completion coefficient (14), and for all vertices v of X, H(v) denotes the local
Hurwitz number (6).

Proof. Equation (25) is a particular case of the classical GW/H correspondence. The base
P1 is degenerated to a nodal rational curve T1 ∪ T2 in such a way that the two relative con-
ditions are on T1, and the image of the marked point is on T2. Given a relative stable map
to such degenerate target, the tropical curve C is the dual graph of the inverse image of
T1, and the marked ends correspond to the nodes attaching to the connected component of
the inverse image of T2 supporting the marked point. Formula (25) is then a combinatorial
organization of the contributions of the degeneration formula (illustrated in an example in
Figure 3). �
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FIGURE 3. Two examples of our local correspondence. In both cases we
are looking at k = 3, and the left hand side graph should be considered
weighted by 3!mv, where mv the appropriate one pointed descendant in-
variant. In the first case, there are three possible ways of attaching vertical
ends to the initial graph; note however than in the second and third graphs
one has to lower the genus of the vertex by one. In the second example we
can split our graph into two connected components (or a graph of genus
−1), but each component must contain a marked vertical end.

FIGURE 4. A caterpillar tree.

Algorithm 19. Consider a tropical cover f : Γ → P1
trop contributing to the tropical descendant

invariant ⟨µ|τk1
(pt), . . . , τkn

(pt)|ν⟩P1,•,trop
g,d as in Definition 10. Denote Cont(Γ) the contribu-

tion of Γ to the GW invariant. For every vertex v of Γ , perform the following surgery on Cont(Γ)Γ :

• replace mvstar(v), which we think of as the left hand side of (24), with the linear combi-
nation of graphs

!
X∈S

!
ρk+1,µX

k!

"
v∈X H(v)

"
X, where all notation is as in Lemma 18.

• for any point x ̸= v which is not a vertex v but with f(x) = f(v), x belongs to some edge
e with some expansion factor ω(e). Attach ω(e) vertical ends to the point x, each with
expansion factor 1.

16

FIGURE 3. Two examples of our local correspondence. In both cases we
are looking at k = 3, and the left hand side graph should be considered
weighted by 3!mv, where mv the appropriate one pointed descendant in-
variant. In the first case, there are three possible ways of attaching vertical
ends to the initial graph; note however than in the second and third graphs
one has to lower the genus of the vertex by one. In the second example we
can split our graph into two connected components (or a graph of genus
−1), but each component must contain a marked vertical end.
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are looking at k = 3, and the left hand side graph should be considered
weighted by 3!mv, where mv the appropriate one pointed descendant in-
variant. In the first case, there are three possible ways of attaching vertical
ends to the initial graph; note however than in the second and third graphs
one has to lower the genus of the vertex by one. In the second example we
can split our graph into two connected components (or a graph of genus
−1), but each component must contain a marked vertical end.

FIGURE 4. A caterpillar tree.

Algorithm 19. Consider a tropical cover f : Γ → P1
trop contributing to the tropical descendant

invariant ⟨µ|τk1
(pt), . . . , τkn

(pt)|ν⟩P1,•,trop
g,d as in Definition 10. Denote Cont(Γ) the contribu-

tion of Γ to the GW invariant. For every vertex v of Γ , perform the following surgery on Cont(Γ)Γ :

• replace mvstar(v), which we think of as the left hand side of (24), with the linear combi-
nation of graphs

!
X∈S

!
ρk+1,µX

k!

"
v∈X H(v)

"
X, where all notation is as in Lemma 18.

• for any point x ̸= v which is not a vertex v but with f(x) = f(v), x belongs to some edge
e with some expansion factor ω(e). Attach ω(e) vertical ends to the point x, each with
expansion factor 1.
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FIGURE 4. A caterpillar tree.

The general tropical GW/H correspondence now consists in making the construction
in Lemma 4.0.1 global. We wish to consider (25) as an equation among the degrees of
vectors consisting in formal linear combinations of appropriately decorated graphs, where
deg(
∑
miΓi) :=

∑
mi. In the following algorithm we establish a correspondence between

the contribution of a graph that appears in the computation of a tropical descendant GW
invariant, and the degree of linear combination of graphs that appear in the computation
of appropriate Hurwitz numbers. We define a caterpillar tree to be a graph obtained by
attaching vertical ends to a horizontal line (see Figure 4). Arbitrary tropical Hurwitz num-
bers of P1 (with n ramification conditions) can be computed enumerating tropical covers
of a caterpillar tree (with n ends).

Algorithm 4.0.2. Consider a tropical cover f : Γ → P1trop contributing to the tropical descen-

dant invariant 〈µ|τk1(pt), . . . , τkn(pt)|ν〉P
1,d,•,trop
g,n as in Definition 3.1.1. Denote Cont(Γ) the

contribution of Γ to the GW invariant. For every vertex v of Γ , perform the following surgery on
Cont(Γ)Γ :

• replace mvstar(v), which we think of as the left hand side of (25), with the linear combi-
nation of graphs

∑
X∈S

(
ρk+1,µX
k!

∏
v∈XH(v)

)
X, where all notation is as in Lemma 4.0.1.

• for any point x 6= v which is not a vertex v but with f(x) = f(v), x belongs to some edge
e with some expansion factor ω(e). Attach ω(e) vertical ends to the point x, each with
expansion factor 1.

The result is linear combination of graphs that naturally cover a caterpillar tree C. Such graphs
appear in the tropical computation of

Htrop,•g

(
µ,
k1 + 1

k1!
, . . . ,

kn + 1

kn!
, ν

)

with the same coefficients. The degree of such a linear combination is Cont(Γ).

The statement in the last sentence of the algorithm is a consequence of (25): the vertex
multiplicitiesmv for tropical descendant invariants have been replaced by the appropriate
local Hurwitz numbers and completion coefficients.

Remark 4.0.3. The procedure in Algorithm 4.0.2 has an inverse: start from a tropical Hur-
witz cover f : X→ C of a caterpillar tree that contributes toHtrop,•g

(
µ, k1+1k1!

, . . . , kn+1kn!
, ν
)

;
note that by (12), for each vertical end l of the caterpillar tree we have also a marking of a
subset of vertical ends of Xmapping to lwith expansion factor 1 (this marking is in fact the
complement of the marking of the vertical ends in the algorithm). For v a vertex of C, iden-
tify all vertices in f−1(v) that are adjacent to some non-marked edges. Shrink all vertical
ends. This graph contributes to the computation of 〈µ|τk1(pt), . . . , τkn(pt)|ν〉P

1,d,•,trop
g,n .
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FIGURE 5. The Hurwitz cover we obtain from the top left cover of Figure 1
following Algorithm 19. Marked vertical ends are drawn with a thick line.

The result is linear combination of graphs that naturally cover a caterpillar tree C. Such graphs
appear in the tropical computation of

Htrop,•
g

!
µ,

k1 + 1

k1!
, . . . ,

kn + 1

kn!
,ν

"

with the same coefficients. The degree of such a linear combination is Cont(Γ).

The statement in the last sentence of the algorithm is a consequence of (24): the vertex
multiplicities mv for tropical descendant invariants have been replaced by the appropriate
local Hurwitz numbers and completion coefficients.

Remark 20. The procedure in algorithm 19 has an inverse: start from a tropical Hurwitz
cover f : X → C of a caterpillar tree that contributes to H

trop,•
g

#
µ, k1+1

k1! , . . . , kn+1
kn! ,ν

$
; note

that by (12), for each vertical end l of the caterpillar tree we have also a marking of a subset
of vertical ends of X mapping to l with expansion factor 1 (this marking is in fact the com-
plement of the marking of the vertical ends in the algorithm). For v a vertex of C, identify
all vertices in f−1(v) that are adjacent to some non-marked edges. Shrink all vertical ends.
This graph contributes to the computation of ⟨µ|τk1

(pt), . . . , τkn
(pt)|ν⟩P1,•,trop

g,d .

Algorithm 19 and Remark 20 together establish the tropical GW/H correspondence. But
in fact, they give a more refined correspondence that matches the contributions of individ-
ual graphs contributing to GW invariants with the contributions of groups of graphs that
contribute to the completed cycle Hurwitz numbers. As with many combinatorial algo-
rithms, the general description appears much more complicated than the algorithm is: we
conclude the section by illustrating the algorithm with an example.

Example 21. Let us apply Algorithm 19 to the two left covers in the top row of Figure 1,
contributing 4 · 1

4!2
to ⟨(1)4 |τ3(pt), τ3(pt)|(1)4⟩•,P1

0,4 . For each vertex of the top left cover,
the local algorithm returns only one possible local modification, consisting in attaching a
marked vertical end with expansion factor 4. The resulting cover of a caterpillar tree is
depicted in Figure 5. The multiplicity of this Hurwitz cover is 4 · 1

4!2
since all local Hurwitz

numbers for vertices are one, and so is the completion coefficient. This corresponds to the
contribution of the initial graph to the descendant invariant.

We turn to the top middle cover of Figure 1, which contributes 2 1
(3!)2 to the descendant

invariant ⟨(1)4 |τ3(pt), τ3(pt)|(1)4⟩•,P1

0,4 . Again, the local algorithm offers only one possibil-
ity for each vertex. The result of the surgery is in Figure 6. The Hurwitz cover is weighted,
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FIGURE 5. The Hurwitz cover we obtain from the top left cover of Figure 1
following Algorithm 4.0.2. Marked vertical ends are drawn with a thick
line.

Algorithm 4.0.2 and Remark 4.0.3 together establish the tropical GW/H correspon-
dence. But in fact, they give a more refined correspondence that matches the contribu-
tions of individual graphs contributing to GW invariants with the contributions of groups
of graphs that contribute to the completed cycle Hurwitz numbers. As with many com-
binatorial algorithms, the general description appears much more complicated than the
algorithm is: we conclude the section by illustrating the algorithm with an example.

Example 4.0.4. Let us apply Algorithm 4.0.2 to the two left covers in the top row of Figure
1, contributing 4 · 1

4!2
to 〈(1)4|τ3(pt), τ3(pt)|(1)4〉P

1,4,•,trop
0,2 . For each vertex of the top left

cover, the local algorithm returns only one possible local modification, consisting in attach-
ing a marked vertical end with expansion factor 4. The resulting cover of a caterpillar tree
is depicted in Figure 5. The multiplicity of this Hurwitz cover is 4 · 1

4!2
since all local Hur-

witz numbers for vertices are one, and so is the completion coefficient. This corresponds
to the contribution of the initial graph to the descendant invariant.

We turn to the top middle cover of Figure 1, which contributes 2 1
(3!)2

to the descendant

invariant 〈(1)4|τ3(pt), τ3(pt)|(1)4〉P
1,4,•,trop
0,2 . Again, the local algorithm offers only one

possibility for each vertex. The result of the surgery is in Figure 6. The Hurwitz cover
is weighted, for each vertex of the caterpillar tree, by the completion coefficient ρ(2,1),4 =
1
3! ·2; all local Hurwitz numbers are 1. We have three compact edges with expansion factors
2, 1, 1 and two pairs of balanced forks, giving the cover an automorphism group of order 4.
All together the contribution of this cover is 2 1

(3!)2
, which coincides with the contribution

of the original graph to the descendant invariant.

5. FOCK SPACES AND FEYNMANN DIAGRAMS

In this section, we introduce bosonic Fock space, and explain how to express Gromov-
Witten invariants as matrix elements on bosonic Fock space. These matrix elements have
expansions as Feynman diagrams, which are closely related to the tropical Gromov-Witten
invariants we have discussed, as captured in the slogan

“Bosonification is Tropicalization”.

5.1. Preliminaries on bosonic Fock. The bosonic Heisenberg algebra H is the Lie algebra
with basis an, n ∈ Z satisfying commutator relations

[an, am] = (n · δn,−m)a0
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FIGURE 6. The Hurwitz cover we obtain from the top middle cover of Fig-
ure 1 following Algorithm 19. Marked vertical edges are drawn with a thick
line.

for each vertex of the caterpillar tree, by the completion coefficient ρ(2,1),4 = 1
3! · 2; all

local Hurwitz numbers are 1. We have three compact edges with expansion factors 2, 1, 1
and two pairs of balanced forks, giving the cover an automorphism group of order 4. All
together the contribution of this cover is 2 1

(3!)2 , which coincides with the contribution of
the original graph to the descendant invariant.

5. FOCK SPACES AND FEYNMANN DIAGRAMS

In this section, we introduce bosonic Fock space, and explain how to express Gromov-
Witten invariants as matrix elements on bosonic Fock space. These matrix elements have
expansions as Feynman diagrams, which are closely related the tropical Gromov-Witten
invariants we have discussed, as captured in the slogan

“Bosonification is Tropicalization”.

5.1. Preliminaries on Bosonic Fock. The bosonic Heisenberg algebra H is the Lie algebra
with basis an, n ∈ Z, and c satisfying commutator relations

[an, am] = (n · δn,−m)c

[c, an] = 0

where δn,−m is the Kronecker symbol. We let a0 = 0.

The bosonic Fock space F is a particular representation of H. It is generated by a single
“vacuum vector” v∅. The positive generators annihilate v∅: an · v∅ = 0 for n > 0; the
negative operators act freely. That is, F has a basis bµ indexed by partitions, where

bµ = a−µ1
. . . a−µm

· v∅

In more familiar terms, the Bosonic Fock space is isomorphic to a polynomial ring in in-
finitely many variables, pn, n > 0. The vacuum vector v∅ is the element 1 ∈ C[p1, p2, . . . ],
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FIGURE 6. The Hurwitz cover we obtain from the top middle cover of Fig-
ure 1 following Algorithm 4.0.2. Marked vertical edges are drawn with a
thick line.

where δn,−m is the Kronecker symbol. note that a0 is central, and is often denoted c in
other sources.

The bosonic Fock space F is a particular representation of H. It is generated by a single
“vacuum vector” v∅. The positive generators annihilate v∅: an · v∅ = 0 for n > 0; a0 acts
as the identity, and the negative operators act freely. That is, F has a basis bµ indexed by
partitions, where

bµ = a−µ1 . . . a−µm · v∅
In more familiar terms, the bosonic Fock space is isomorphic to a polynomial ring in in-

finitely many variables, pn, n > 0. The vacuum vector v∅ is the element 1 ∈ C[p1, p2, . . . ],
and the operators an act as follows:

an =

{
p−n· n < 0

n ∂
∂pn

n > 0

The vector bµ is mapped to the monomial pµ1 · · ·pµm under this isomorphism.

We define an inner product on F by declaring 〈v∅|v∅〉 = 1 and an to be the adjoint of
a−n. Thus we have

〈bµ|bν〉 = z(µ)δµ,ν.

where
z(µ) = |Aut(µ)| ·

∏
µi

is the size of the centralizer of an element of cycle type µ in S|µ|.

Note that being a representation of a Lie algebra is equivalent to being equivalent to a
representation of the universal enveloping algebra of that Lie algebra. All this means in
our case is that products of elements of H act on F, not just commutators of these elements.

Following standard conventions, we write 〈α|A|β〉 for 〈α|Aβ〉 for α,β ∈ F and an oper-
ator A that is a product of elements H. Such expressions are referred to as matrix elements.
We also write 〈A〉 for 〈v∅|A|v∅〉, such a value is called a vacuum expectation.
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Our goal now is to write relative Gromov-Witten invariants as bosonic matrix elements.
This is largely a matter of rephrasing certain results from [35].

Remark 5.1.1. Okounkov-Pandharipande [35] express these Gromov-Witten invariants as
matrix elements on the fermionic Fock space, also known as the infinite wedge. Fermionic Fock
space is closely related to bosonic Fock space by the boson-fermion correspondence, and
it is possible to use the general method of “bosonification” to go directly from Okounkov-
Pandharipande’s expression to a bosonic one – this is the approach taken by [30]. We take
a different approach, bypassing any need for further discussion of fermionic Fock space.
For more on Fock spaces and the boson-fermion correspondence, we recommend [27].

Before tackling Gromov-Witten theory, we express double Hurwitz numbersH•g→0(µ, ν)
as a matrix element on bosonic Fock space as a warm-up.

5.2. Hurwitz theory on the bosonic Fock space. The normal ordering product sorts a
product of operators aki so that the ki are decreasing.

Definition 5.2.1. Let ki, 1 6 i 6 n be any integers, and let `i, 1 6 i 6 n be the same multiset of
integers sorted in decreasing order, `1 > `2 > · · · > `n. The normal ordered product of the aki ,
denoted :

∏n
i=1 ak :, is defined by

:

n∏

i=1

aki : =

n∏

i=1

a`i

An important example of normal ordering occurs in the cut-join operator.

Definition 5.2.2. The cut-join operator is defined by:

(26) F2 =
∑

i+j+k=0

1

6
: aiajak : =

1

2

∑

k>0

∑

06i6j
i+j=k

a−ja−iak + a−kaiaj

The cut-join operator encodes the effect of multiplication by a transposition in the group
center of the group algebra of Sn. Recall that Cµ is the sum of all elements in the conjugacy
class identified by the partition µ, and denote by T the sum of all transpositions. If

T · Cµ =
∑

ν`|µ|
kνµCν

then we have
F2bµ =

∑

ν`|µ|
kνµbν

Intuitively, the meaning of the cut-join operator is that multiplying by a transposition ei-
ther cuts a cycle of a permutation into two cycles, or joins two cycles into one, which are
the content of the first and second terms in the last part of Equation (26).

It follows that double Hurwitz numbers can be written as matrix elements of the appro-
priate power of the cut-join operator:

H•g→0(µ, ν) =
1

z(µ)

1

z(ν)
〈bµ|Fr2|bν〉
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5.3. Gromov-Witten theory in the bosonic Fock space. Gromov-Witten invariants may
be expressed as vacuum expectations in a similar manner. Each insertion of τk(pt) corre-
sponds to an operator similar to, but slightly more complicated than, the cut-join operator.

The starting place for our bosonic expression for Gromov-Witten theory is the following
result:

Definition 5.3.1. Define S(z) =
sinh(z/2)

z/2
.

Theorem 5.3.2 ( [35, Theorem 2]). The one-point series is
∑

g

〈µ|τ2g−2+`(µ)+`(ν)(pt)|ν〉P
1,|µ|,•
g,1 · z2g =

1

|Aut(µ)||Aut(ν)|

∏
S(µiz)

∏
S(νiz)

S(z)
.

Motivated by this result, we make the following definition:

Definition 5.3.3. For k ∈ Z, k > 0, define the operator

Mk =
∑

g>0

∑

x

〈x+|τk(pt)|x−〉P
1,|x+|,•
g,1 · ul−1+g · ax1 · . . . · axk+2−2g ∈ H[u],

where the second sum goes over all x ∈ Zk+2−2g satisfying

x1 6 . . . 6 xl < 0 < xl+1 6 . . . 6 xk+2−2g
and

k+2−2g∑

i=1

xi = 0.

Theorem 5.3.4. The disconnected stationary relative descendant Gromov-Witten invariant of P1
can be expressed as a matrix element in the Fock space:

(27) 〈µ|τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)|ν〉
P1,|µ|,•
g,n = 〈bµ|Coeffug+`(µ)−1(Mk1 · . . . ·Mkn)|bν〉.

Notice first that for any operatorM ∈ H

〈bµ|M|bν〉 =
1

|Aut(µ)| · |Aut(ν)| · 〈v∅|aµ1 · . . . · aµ`(µ) ·M · a−ν1 · . . . · a−ν`(ν) |v∅〉

=
1

|Aut(µ)| · |Aut(ν)| · 〈aµ1 · . . . · aµ`(µ) ·M · a−ν1 · . . . · a−ν`(ν)〉.

Thus Equation (27) is equivalent to the following equality involving a disconnected de-
scendant Gromov-Witten invariant and a vacuum expectation as above:

|Aut(µ)| · |Aut(ν)| · 〈µ|τk1(pt) . . . τkn(pt)|ν〉
P1,|µ|,•
g,n

= 〈aµ1 · . . . · aµ`(µ) · Coeffug+`(µ)−1(Mk1 · . . . ·Mkn) · a−ν1 · . . . · a−ν`(ν)〉.
(28)

5.4. Feynman diagrams as tropical curves. Vacuum expectations like the one appearing
in Equation (28) can be computed as the weighted sum over Feynman graphs associated to
a monomial contributing to the value. This can be viewed as a variant of Wick’s theorem
[39]. A similar version can be found in [6, Proposition 5.2]. In our situation, the Feynman
graphs in question are essentially tropical covers and Theorem 5.3.4 follows by combining
Theorem 3.1.2 and Wick’s Theorem.
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FIGURE 7. The Feynman fragment corresponding to the product P of Ex-
ample 30. The small numbers are markings for the edge germs, the bigger
ones weights. Edge weights which are one are not indicated in the picture.

Proposition 31 (Wick’s Theorem, see [6, Proposition 5.2]). The vacuum expectation ⟨P⟩ for
a product P as in Definition 29 equals the weighted sum of all Feynman graphs for P, where each
Feynman graph is weighted by the product of weights of all edges (interior edges and ends).

Proof. The proof goes by iteratively using the commutation relations for the Heisenberg
algebra to move the operators ai with i > 0 to the right.

Consider the rightmost ai with i > 0 in the product P. If this is the rightmost term in
the whole product, we obtain zero since by definition ai · v∅ = 0 for i > 0.

If this ai is not the rightmost term, then there is an operator aj appearing immediately
after it, and we make the substitution

aiaj = ajai + [ai, aj]

The first term on the right hand side has just made aj jump past the ai. When j ̸= −i,
this is the only contribution we have.

If ai is immediately followed by a−i, however, we get a second term: [ai, a−i] = i. In
this term, the two operators ai and a−i have cancelled each other and produced the scalar
i.

We see that this replacement produces two terms, both of which are simpler than the
original product P – the first one has an ai with i > 0 further to the right, and the second
term has less ai in the product. Thus, we can iteratively repeat the substitution on each of
the resulting terms, and eventually every term will either vanish because the rightmost ai

has i > 0, or we will get a term that consists solely of a scalar.

To each scalar term produced, we build a Feynman graph as follows: every time we
cancel an ai and an a−i appearing right of ai in P, we add to the Feynman fragment of P
by drawing an edge connecting the germ corresponding to ai and the germ corresponding
to a−i.

Obviously, we draw all Feynman graphs completing the Feynman fragment for P in
this way. Each Feynman graph corresponds to a way to group the factors of P in pairs
{ai, a−i} corresponding to edges completing the corresponding marked edge germs. Each
such pair produces a contribution of i because of the commutator relations, so altogether
each Feynman graph should be counted with its weight to produce ⟨P⟩. !

Proof of Theorem 28: As we have already seen, Theorem 28 is equivalent to Equation (26).
By Theorem 11, the left hand side equals the count of tropical covers satisfying properties
(A)-(D) (up to the factor of |Aut(µ)| · |Aut(ν)|, which can be viewed as numbers of ways
to mark the ends). By Proposition 31, each term contributing to the right hand side can
be expressed in terms of a weighted count of suitable Feynman diagrams. We show that
the tropical covers contributing to the left hand side are essentially equal to the Feynman
graphs contributing to the right (up to marking of edge germs), and that they are counted
with the same weight on both sides.
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FIGURE 7. The Feynman fragment corresponding to the product P of Exam-
ple 5.4.2. The small numbers are markings for the edge germs, the bigger
ones weights. Edge weights which are one are not indicated in the picture.

Definition 5.4.1. Let P = m0 ·m1 · . . . ·mn ·mn+1 where eachmi is a normally ordered product
of some as, and such thatm0 contains only factors as with s > 0 andmn+1 contains only factors
as with s < 0.

We associate graphs to P called Feynman graphs for P.
Each Feynman graph of P will have n vertices v1, . . . , vn, which are linearly ordered.
The terms as appearing in the product mi determine the local structure of the graph at vi. For

each factor as appearing in mi, we draw an edge germ of weight |s| which is directed to the left if
s < 0 and to the right if s > 0.

The monomials m0 and mn+1 determine the unbounded edges of the Feynman graph. For m0,
we draw (weighted) germs of ends left of v0 (necessarily directed to the right). Formn+1, we draw
(weighted) germs of ends right of vn (necessarily directed to the left). All edge germs are marked to
make them distinguishable. The resulting picture is called the Feynman fragment associated to P.

A Feynman graph for P is any weighted graph on v1, . . . , vn completing the Feynman fragment,
i.e. any weighted graph in which the marked weighted edge germs are completed to whole edges.
Two edge germs can only be completed to an edge if

• one is directed to the right and one to the left, and the vertex adjacent to the germ directed
to the right is smaller than the one adjacent to the germ directed to the left, and
• the two edge germs have the same weight.

Example 5.4.2. Let

P = (a41) · (a3−1 · a2 · a1) · (a−2 · a−1 · a31) · (a4−1)

be a product satisfying the requirements of Definition 5.4.1. Notice that this product ap-
pears in the expansion of 〈a41 ·M3 ·M3 ·a4−1〉. Figure 7 shows the corresponding Feynman
fragment for this product. The small numbers are markings for the edge germs, the bigger
ones weights. Edge weights which are one are not indicated in the picture. Notice that the
tropical covers depicted in Figure 1 on the top middle, and on the top right, come from
Feynman diagrams completing these edge germs, after forgetting the marking of edge
germs.

Proposition 5.4.3 (Wick’s Theorem, see [6, Proposition 5.2]). The vacuum expectation 〈P〉 for
a product P as in Definition 5.4.1 equals the weighted sum of all Feynman graphs for P, where each
Feynman graph is weighted by the product of weights of all edges (interior edges and ends).

Proof. The proof goes by iteratively using the commutation relations for the Heisenberg
algebra to move the operators ai with i > 0 to the right.

Consider the rightmost ai with i > 0 in the product P. If this is the rightmost term in
the whole product, we obtain zero since by definition ai · v∅ = 0 for i > 0.
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If this ai is not the rightmost term, then there is an operator aj appearing immediately
after it, and we make the substitution

aiaj = ajai + [ai, aj]

The first term on the right hand side has just made aj jump past the ai. When j 6= −i,
this is the only contribution we have.

If ai is immediately followed by a−i, however, we get a second term: [ai, a−i] = i. In
this term, the two operators ai and a−i have cancelled each other and produced the scalar
i.

We see that this replacement produces two terms, both of which are simpler than the
original product P – the first one has an ai with i > 0 further to the right, and the second
term has less ai in the product. Thus, we can iteratively repeat the substitution on each of
the resulting terms, and eventually every term will either vanish because the rightmost ai
has i > 0, or we will get a term that consists solely of a scalar.

To each scalar term produced, we build a Feynman graph as follows: every time we
cancel an ai and an a−i appearing right of ai in P, we add to the Feynman fragment of P
by drawing an edge connecting the germ corresponding to ai and the germ corresponding
to a−i.

Obviously, we draw all Feynman graphs completing the Feynman fragment for P in
this way. Each Feynman graph corresponds to a way to group the factors of P in pairs
{ai, a−i} corresponding to edges completing the corresponding marked edge germs. Each
such pair produces a contribution of i because of the commutator relations, so altogether
each Feynman graph should be counted with its weight to produce 〈P〉. �

Proof of Theorem 5.3.4: As we have already seen, Theorem 5.3.4 is equivalent to Equation
(28). By Theorem 3.1.2, the left hand side equals the count of tropical covers satisfying
properties (A)-(D) (up to the factor of |Aut(µ)| · |Aut(ν)|, which can be viewed as numbers
of ways to mark the ends). By Proposition 5.4.3, each term contributing to the right hand
side can be expressed in terms of a weighted count of suitable Feynman diagrams. We
show that the tropical covers contributing to the left hand side are essentially equal to the
Feynman graphs contributing to the right (up to marking of edge germs), and that they are
counted with the same weight on both sides.

Expand the right hand side as a sum of vacuum expectations, where each summand
is of the form wP · P for some scalar wP and P = m0 · . . . · mn+1 a product of the form
described in Definition 5.4.1. For each summand, m0 =

∏
i aµi and mn+1 =

∏
i a−νi . A

factormi for i = 1, . . . , n comes from a summand ofMki , i.e. is of the form

〈x+|τk(pt)|x−〉P
1,|x+|,•
gi,1

· ax1 · . . . · axki+2−gi
where gi in the power of u.

Enrich the Feynman fragment for P by adding the genus gi to the vertex i (imposed
by the power of u). Any Feynman diagram completing this Feynman fragment can be
interpreted as a tropical cover contributing to the tropical analogue of the left hand side.
The balancing condition is satisfied at every vertex since we require

∑
xi = 0 for the

product above in Mk. The valence of vertex i is ki + 2 − gi as required. The degree of the
tropical cover is given by µ and ν.

To see that the tropical cover is of the right genus, observe that the variable u records the
genus. Built a Feynman graph from left to right, starting with the left ends, and adding in
vertex after vertex from 1 to n, taking the change in genus into account at each step. The
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genus of the graph consisting of `(µ) left ends (at first disconnected) has genus −`(µ) + 1.
For the vertex i of local genus gi, by definition of the operator Mk, we get a contribution
of ugi+li−1, where li denotes the number of incoming edges. Since h incoming edges
potentially close up h − 1 cycles, the vertex i increases the genus by gi + li − 1. By taking
the ug+`(µ)−1 coefficient in total, we thus obtain tropical covers of genus g.

Each Feynman diagram for P can, after forgetting the marking of edge germs, be viewed
as a tropical cover contributing to the left hand side of (27), and vice versa, each tropical
cover gives a Feynman graph.

We group Feynman graphs into equivalence classes if they only differ by the marking of
their edge germs. These equivalence classes then bijectively correspond to tropical covers.
The number of elements in an equivalence class for a given tropical cover π : Γ → R equals

1

|Aut(π)|
·
∏

i

|Aut(µi)| · |Aut(νi)|,

where the product goes over all vertices i = 1, . . . , n of Γ , µi denotes the partition of
weights of incoming edges of i, and νi denotes the partition of weights of outgoing edges.

It remains to show that an equivalence class of Feynman diagrams (resp. a tropical
cover) contributes to the left hand side (resp. right hand side) of (27) with the same multi-
plicity. For the right hand side, note that a Feynman diagram contributes with its weight

times
∏n
i=1〈µi|τki(pt)|νi〉

P1,|µi|,•
gi,1

, since the latter is the coefficient wP of the product P in
the expansion of the product of operators. Multiplying with the number of elements in an
equivalence class of Feynman graphs, and with the nultiplicity of the Feynman graph, we
obtain 1

|Aut(π)| ·
∏n
i=1mi ·

∏
ew(e), where mi denotes the vertex multiplicity as defined

in (16). The latter equals the multiplicity of the tropical cover by Definition 3.1.1.

�

The expression of stationary relative Gromov-Witten invariants in terms of matrix ele-
ments in Theorem 5.3.4 is not completely satisfactory, since the operators Mk used on the
right hand side have one point Gromov-Witten invariants as coefficients themselves. But
we know by Theorem 5.3.2 that the one point Gromov-Witten invariants can be combined
into a generating function which then can be given by a closed formula.

We can thus reformulate the operators used on the right hand side in Equation 27.

Definition 5.4.4. Define

ân =

{
uan if n < 0
an if n > 0

.

Let

A
g
k =

1

(k+ 2− 2g)!
Coeffw0


:

(∑

x∈Z
S(xz)âxw

x

)k+2−2g
:


 .

Proposition 5.4.5. The operator seriesMk defined in Definition 5.3.3 satisfies

(29) Mk = Coeffz0

(
1

S(z)
·
∑

g

z−2gug−1A
g
k

)
.

Proof. Expand the expression defining Agk. Every summand is a product with k + 2 − 2g
factors S(x1z) · . . . ·S(xk+2−2gz)âx1 · . . . · âxk+2−2g . Taking thew0 coefficient in the definition
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of Agk takes care of the balancing condition
∑
xi = 0. Taking the normal ordering product

produces products which are ordered as required, with the negative indices coming first
and the positive indices later. The convention for âs guarantees that we obtain a factor of
ul, where l denotes the number of negative indices.

A summand S(x1z) · . . . · S(xk+2−2gz)âx1 · . . . · âxk+2−2g appears (k+2−2g)!
|Aut(x)| times in the

expansion. The factorial (k+ 2− 2g)! cancels with the prefactor in the definition of Agk.

Now expand the right hand side of (29). The factors S(xiz) and 1
|Aut(x)| from the above

discussion together with the factor 1
S(z) in the definition of Mk give the one-point series.

Taking the z0 coefficient after multiplying each term with z−2g sorts out the right one-point
invariant appearing as a coefficient inMk. �
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